
Documentation Form: Recognition of Ethical Standards

Note: brevity is acceptable; we need a description of your programs and activities, but do not 
need extensive elaboration. Answers and information may be typed directly into this form 
(explanatory info on this form may be deleted if you wish).

Criteria
1. Mission/Objectives
Include one of the following: 

a) mission statement or URL where mission statement may be found
b) URL where commitment to ethical/moral growth may be found, if ethical life is not 
explicit in the school’s mission statement
c) school publicity (send to CSEE via regular mail), if neither of the above

2. Planned Approach
Submit a brief statements re the school’s approach, including:

a) goals: what will students be like if your program is successful?
b) what people, what programs, will most help reach these goals?
c) any additional program components you would like to share?

For example, “X school made a decision in 2004 to make our school a place where respect for all, 
trust, and kindness are defining characteristics. Teachers and coaches alike have explored ways to 
establish climates of trust and to teach skills related to our values. The school counselor and vice-
principal both reinforce the work of teachers and coaches by… Our plan is revisited every semester; 
we note our areas of progress and take steps to improve in areas of less progress. Adults in all areas of 
the school take their part by modeling the skills to the best of their abilities. We hold at least three 
assemblies per year that focus on our core values, and a number of teachers have made subtle changes 
in their reading lists or other curricular materials to help focus on trust, kindness, and respect…”

3. Plan to evaluate
One sentence of explanation can suffice here. E.g. “Our moral education initiatives are evaluated 
yearly by (whom), in the following way…”

4. Trustee Support
How do trustees / governors of the school show support for moral/ethical education?

5. Oversight/Organizational Responsibility
State who is in charge of overseeing the program. An additional sentence outlining, in general, 
how the person or group does this is helpful.

6. Training
Explain what training school personnel get in order to help them further your school’s ethical 
education goals. Possibilities include university courses, faculty in-service training, and small 
study groups, but there are many other options.

School personnel are more effective in carrying out a program’s ethical education goals when they 
have sufficient training to make them comfortable with what they are supposed to do. If a school’s 
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mission includes ethical or character excellence, citizenship or values, the school should ensure that 
adults are competent to further the goals outlined.

7. Integration
Outline ways that the school’s ethical education goals are integrated into the day-to-day life of the 
school, especially into coursework. 

This does not need to be every course or every day. In some courses (social studies, English, health, for 
example) integration is easier than in others. If a school has goals to foster citizenship or empathy, 
then, presumably, the more courses or classes that focus on empathy, the greater the chances that the 
goal will be reached. 

8. Meaningful Roles for Students
Outline, briefly, how students are empowered to take responsibility at the school, such that they 
feel that their roles in the life of the school are meaningful. What percentage of students are 
involved?

9. Students understand, can articulate school’s goals
A CSEE visitor would like to verify, via informal conversations, student understanding of the 
school’s ethical education program in student interactions during the time of his or her visit. What 
is sought here is not a pat statement that students have memorized, but rather 1) an awareness 
among students that the school does have moral/ethical goals for them in addition to the academic 
goals, 2) that the sense of the goals can be articulated, even if imperfectly, 3) that the goals 
articulated among different students have some degree of overlap, and 4) that the goals articulated 
by students are indeed the school’s outlined goals.

It should be easy for a school to check its own effectiveness in this regard. Pick eight students at 
random and ask if they are aware that the school has “character goals” or “ethical goals” for them. If 
the answer is yes, ask the students to explain in their own words, and briefly, what the goals are. If over 
half of the students have similar answers, this may be an indicator of success. If only half or fewer can 
articulate similar answers, adults at the school have the opportunity to wonder why more students have 
not gotten “the message.”

10. Parent Inclusion/Involvement
How are parents included in the school’s goals for the development of ethical life? Parent 
involvement does not need to be extensive, but there should be either regular (not necessarily 
frequent) information about the school’s goals and how parents might support them, OR a more 
active and inclusive, but intentional program for parents.

Return to CSEE at <info@csee.org> , fax to 678.623.5634, or regular mail: Box 19807, Portland 
OR 97280
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